Abstract. We present a general parallelized and easy-to-use code to perform numerical simulations of structure formation using the COLA (COmoving Lagrangian Acceleration) method for cosmological models that exhibit scale-dependent growth at the level of first and second order Lagrangian perturbation theory. For modified gravity theories we also include screening using a fast approximate method that covers all the main examples of screening mechanisms in the literature. We test the code by comparing it to full simulations of two popular modified gravity models, namely f (R) gravity and nDGP, and find good agreement in the modified gravity boost-factors relative to ΛCDM even when using a fairly small number of COLA time steps.
Introduction
One of the main objectives of current and future large scale structure surveys is to test General Relativity (GR) on cosmological scales. GR is so far a perfect fit to observations in the laboratory and in the Solar System [1] and with current and upcoming large scale structure surveys such as Euclid [2] , LSST [3] , WFIRST [4] , DESI [5] , eBOSS [6] and SKA [7] we will be able to place high precision constraints on cosmological scales [8] [9] [10] .
One of the possibilities for explaining the late time acceleration of the Universe, if not due to a cosmological constant, is having modifications of gravity [11] . If GR is modified on cosmological scales then some form of screening mechanism is needed to hide the modifications -1 -in the Solar System. The existence of a screening mechanism together with the requirement of satisfying the stringent constraints from local tests of gravity, often implies that the most interesting signatures are to be found in the non-linear regime of structure formation. This requires numerical (usually N-body) simulations in order to compute theoretical predictions which can then be compared with data and used to place constraints on modified gravity models.
N-body simulations of modified gravity have been around for about a decade now and in that time several different codes have been created [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] to produce high-resolution simulations for a wide variety of models. A recent code-comparison project of such codes [21] demonstrated agreement to the 1% level deep into the non-linear regime (e.g. k ∼ 5h/Mpc for the power-spectrum).
Originally, modified gravity simulations were much slower than simulations of ΛCDM (typically by a factor of 5−20 depending on model) due to having to solve complicated, highly non-linear partial differential equations. However, recently some very interesting approaches have been proposed to speed up such simulations making them only a factor of ∼ 1.5−2 times slower than a corresponding ΛCDM simulation without sacrificing much accuracy [22] [23] [24] .
However, for many purposes there is still a need for even faster methods, even for the case of ΛCDM. For example, to study weak lensing and galaxy clustering in current and future large structure surveys there is a need to generate huge ensembles of mock halo catalogs needed to model the observables and their covariances.
Several fast, approximate methods for such purposes have been proposed over the last decade like PINOCCHIO (PINpointing Orbit-Crossing Collapsed HIerarchical Objects) [25] , which recently has been extended to including massive neutrinos and modified gravity [26] , as well as Peak-Patch [27] , PTHalos [28] [29] [30] , QPM (Quick Particle Mesh) [31] , PATCHY (PerturbAtion Theory Catalog generator of Halo and galaxY distributions) [32] , HALOGEN [33] and COLA (COmoving Lagrangian Acceleration) [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The COLA method, which is the one we will work on extending in this paper, works by placing the N-body particles in a frame that is co-moving with observers following the path dictated by Lagrangian perturbation theory. This means that we can take fairly large time steps in the N-body code without loosing accuracy on large scale at the expense of sacrificing accuracy on small scales. This property makes this method much faster, typically by a factor O(100 − 1000), than conventional N-body simulations. In the limit where the number of steps we use gets larger and larger the method will converge to the result of a standard N-body simulation (with the same simulation parameters). A comprehensive study of the accuracy of COLA with respect to the simulations parameters can be found in [39] [40] [41] .
Recently, in [35] an adaptation of the COLA approach for chameleon and symmetron modified gravity models was proposed and shown to work very well. It was shown that even though COLA overestimates the halo mass function for ΛCDM, the relative changes with respect to ΛCDM remains accurate.
In this paper we present a code, MG-PICOLA 1 , based on the publicly available L-PICOLA code [42] , that allows us to perform numerical simulation of structure formation for general theories that exhibit scale-dependent growth using the COLA approach. The code computes the second order Lagrangian displacement-fields for these theories and also includes general methods to take into account the all important screening effect in modified gravity theories. We have implemented three types of common screening mechanisms: potential (chameleon [43, 44] , symmetron [45] [46] [47] etc.), gradient (k-Mouflage [48] ) and density (the Vainhstein mechanism [49] ; DGP, Galileon models). We have implemented often studied models like f (R) and DGP together with a general {m(a), β(a)} parameterization [50, 51] of modified gravity models with chameleon-like screening. Our approach is therefore able to cover most of the popular models that have been proposed in the literature.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3 we give an overview of the COLA method and Lagrangian perturbation theory in ΛCDM before we derive the general equations for models with scale-dependent growth in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 we give a brief description of the modified gravity models we consider in this paper before describing the approximate method we use to include (three types of) screening mechanisms in Sec. 6. In Sec. 7 we show results of our method before concluding in Sec. 8. Details about the code implementation can be found in the Appendix.
Unless stated otherwise all time-derivatives are with respect to the super-comoving time-coordinate τ defined by dτ = 2 The COLA approach to non-linear structure formation
In a typical cold-dark-matter N-body simulation we solve the equations 2
where dτ = dt a 2 and δ = ρ ρ − 1 is the matter density contrast which is computed from the particle positions x. To get high accuracy we need to take very small time steps which makes such computations expensive to run. However if one is only interested in scales where the evolution of the density field is quasi-linear, but where non-linear effects are still important to get accurate results, then there is a useful trick to speed up such simulations. Instead of solving for the positions of the particles x, in the COLA approach [34] we solve for the perturbation about the path x LPT predicted from second order Lagrangian perturbation theory. Taking x = δx + x LPT gives us the geodesic equation
which is solved as the coupled system
typically using a Leapfrog integrator. Since the large scale evolution of the particles will be close to that of Lagrangian perturbation theory it means we are able to take much larger time steps in the simulations making it much faster than a standard N-body simulations. This of course comes at the expense of accuracy on small scales.
Lagrangian perturbation theory for ΛCDM
In Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT; see [52] for a review) the comoving position of a particle x is written in terms of its initial position q and a displacment field Ψ as x = q + Ψ( q, τ ). The geodesic equation (2.1) can be written
where
. We expand the displacement field in a perturbation series Ψ = Ψ (1) + 2 Ψ (2) + . . . and since Ψ is assumed to be curl-free we can write Ψ (i) = ∇ q φ (i) where φ (i) is a scalar field. The density contrast δ = ∂(x,y,z) ∂(qx,qy,qz)
. . can be written in terms of the displacement-field order by order as
First order: 1LPT
To first order the equations above gives us
and
given by the initial conditions. This can be factorized as
where the growth-factor D 1 only depends on time and satisfies the simple ODE
The initial conditions are set such that D ini 1 = 1 and
corresponding to the growing mode in a matter dominated universe (Einstein-de Sitter).
The displacement-field at any time satisfies Ψ (1) ( q, τ ) = D 1 (τ ) Ψ (1) ( q, τ ini ) which means that in a numerical simulation we need only compute Ψ (1) once at the initial time and store this for each particle and then use the growth-factor to compute it at any subsequent time.
Second order: 2LPT
To second order Eq. (3.1) gives us
Again we can separate this as φ (2) The initial field φ (2) ( q, τ ini ) satisfies 8) which is easy to compute numerically using Fourier transforms and again we only need to compute it once and store the corresponding displacement-vector with each particle.
Lagrangian perturbation theory with scale-dependent growth
For theories where the growth-factor is scale-dependent the situation becomes a little more complicated than in ΛCDM. We will here consider a general, second order parametrization of the gravitational potential in Fourier space [53] 
In Eq. (3.1) we need the Fourier transform of ∇ 2 x Φ with respect to the Lagrangian coordinate q and in terms of the density contrast
To first order there is no difference as δ( k, a) = δ E ( k, a), but performing this transformation to second order gives us
where we have defined
. The second term in γ 2 3 is seen to vanish if µ(k, a) = µ(a) (like in nDGP and also in ΛCDM where µ ≡ 1) or when k 1 · k 2 = 0. We will later see examples of µ and γ 2 for some selected modified gravity theories. In the following sections the Fourier transforms we use are all with respect to the Lagrangian position q.
First order: 1LPT
Unlike in ΛCDM we can no longer separate time and space, however we can separate time for each Fourier mode. Going to Fourier space Eq. (3.1) gives us
which allows us to make the split
where the growth-factor satisfies
with initial conditions D 1 (τ ini ) = 1 and
In our L-PICOLA implementation we compute and store the initial displacement-field in Fourier space and then at every time-step when we need the displacement-vector we compute it by multiplying by the growth-factor (or the time-derivatives of the growth-factor depending on what we need) and performing Fourier transforms.
Second order: 2LPT
To second order we expand φ (2) (in a way that will become clear later) as
where δ (1) corresponds to the initial density field. In this form Eq. (3.1) becomes
with initial conditions
In most cases γ 2 is only a function of the wavenumber norms k, k 1 , k 2 in addition to the dotproduct k 1 · k 2 , and since the δ D function in the integral for D 2 enforces k 2 = k− k 1 it becomes a three-dimensional problem, i.e. we only need to solve it for all relevant combinations of k, k 1 and cos θ ≡
that correspond to a valid triangle in Fourier space. Evaluating the integral in Eq. (4.5) at each time-step, without being able to rely on fast Fourier transforms, is going to ruin the speed of the COLA approach. We therefore settle on an approximation for this term. We define φ (2) 9) which is nothing but the Fourier space version of Eq. (3.8) for ΛCDM and 
The choice of arguments for γ 2 in our approximation above is chosen such that it gives the correct equation for the triangle configurations of k, k 1 , k 2 giving rise to most of the weight in the integral Eq. (4.5). To get an idea about how good this approximation is, in Fig. 1 we show the ratio of our approximation 5 Eq. (4.10) to
For the orthogonal and equilateral cases these agree to ∼ 1 − 2% up to k = 5h/Mpc for the models F5 and F6 (defined below) while for the squeezed triangle configuration the difference can be up to 10% for k 1h/Mpc.
Modified gravity models
In this section we give a brief overview of the two modified gravity models we are using in this paper focusing on the equations that are needed for our COLA implementation. For a more thorough review of these models, and modified gravity in general, see [11] .
f (R) gravity
For f (R) gravity [55] the growth of linear perturbations is determined by
where m(a) depends on the model in question. For the (n = 1) Hu-Sawicky model [56] , which is the f (R) model we will consider in this paper, m(a) is given by
. The field in the cosmological background satisfies
(5.3) 4 We must require µ to be independent of scale in order to put D1(k1, a)D1(k2, a) ≡ D 2 1 (a) 5 We multiply our approximation by (1 − cos 2 θ) when comparing this to D2(k, k1, k2, a = 1) as this is the equivalent expression for ΛCDM. This can be seen from comparing Eq. (4.5) to Eq. (4.9).
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The γ E 2 term is given by [53] 
(5.6)
nDGP gravity
In nDGP we have a ΛCDM background expansion, but with modified growth of perturbations. The growth of linear perturbations are determined by 8) and γ E 2 is given by [53] 
For this model, and likely for Galileons in general, the γ 2 terms have the same k 1 , k 2 dependence as in ΛCDM so the second order growth-factor becomes a function of time only. This means that it behaves just as ΛCDM albeit with different growth-factors.
Including screening in modified gravity theories
One of the main ingredients of a successful modified gravity theory is a screening mechanism [57] that hides the modifications of gravity in high-density regions. N-body simulations of models with screening (see e.g. [14, 17, 58, 59] ) have shown that it is crucial to include the screening effect to get accurate results, for example linear perturbation theory might predict a 50% enhancement of the matter power-spectrum relative to ΛCDM at some scale while simulations on the other hand might only show deviations at the few % level.
In [24] a simplified approximative method to include screening was proposed which relies on combining spherically symmetric analytical or semi-analytical solutions for the screening effect with a linear field equation. In effect it estimates from the amplitude of the density-field, the gravitational potential or it's gradient (depending on the model in question) how much of the mass contributes to the fifth-force and then uses this to correct the linearized fieldequation. The linearized field equation can be rapidly solved using Fourier transforms instead of using a time consuming relaxation method to solve a highly non-linear field equation with bad convergence properties, as is done in most modified gravity N-body codes today.
f (R) gravity
For f (R) gravity [55] , which has the chameleon screening mechanism [43] , we have that the fifth-force on an object (ignoring for now the finite range of the force) is given approximately by
where 2) and Φ N is the standard Newtonian gravitational potential. The linearized field-equation on the other hand is given by
where m(a) = 1 3f RR is a model dependent function describing the inverse range of the fifthforce on cosmological scales and φ is related to
The field is normalized here such that ∇ x φ corresponds to the fifth-force (i.e. the total force is ∇ x Φ N + ∇ x φ). To include the effects of screening we solve the linear field equation
in our simulation. Φ N is easily computed from the density field which allows us to quickly solve for the effects of the fifth-force using Fourier transforms. This method allows us to perform modified gravity simulations at a computational cost that is not much larger (20 − 50% is a reasonable estimate) than for ΛCDM.
nDGP
For the normal-branch DGP model [60, 61] with a ΛCDM background expansion, the modifications to the Poisson equation are given by Φ = Φ N +φ where the scalar field φ is determined by
This equation is solved in modified gravity N-body simulations of this model. For spherically symmetrical mass distributions the solution for the force F φ = ∇ x φ is given by
where ρ is the average density within a given radius. From this we can make the approximate linear field equation
which can be solved in the code to give the fifth-force. One problem with this equation is that the screening factor depends on density which means that the result will depend on the resolution of the simulation. To get around this issue we first smooth the density field with a Gaussian filter of a given radius R (R ∼ 1Mpc/h works well in practice) and use the smoothed density field to compute the screening factor above. This choice is motivated by the fact that the screening (Vainshtein) radius for the nDGP models we consider here is O(1)Mpc/h for typical halos we expect to have in our simulations. We have verified that the exact value of the smoothing radius does not significantly change our results by comparing the results we find for R = 0.5, 1 and 2 Mpc/h.
Results
In this section we show test runs of our code for some example models.
To start with we made sure the code is working correctly by performing some simple tests. First we use the scale-dependent solver to solve for ΛCDM and compare to the standard L-PICOLA code. The agreement is found to be excellent ( % accuracy on all scales for P (k)).
Below we show comparisons of our code with results from true N-body simulations. To do this we created a module that reads in initial conditions from a given simulation and uses this to generate the displacement-fields which allow us to do a comparison without cosmic variance. In Fig. 2 we show a comparison of P (k) for ΛCDM using L-PICOLA (with n = 30 time steps) compared to the results of the N-body code RAMSES [62] . The agreement is excellent on large scales, while for wavenumbers larger than ∼ k Nyquist /4 ∼ 0.7h/Mpc the results starts to deviate as we cannot resolve smaller scales. In the rest of this paper we show the results relative to ΛCDM for runs with modified gravity models.
The (friend-of-friend) halo finder used in the analysis below is MatchMaker 6 and it was run with the linking-length b = 0.2. The errors bars in the mass function plots are Poisson errors. Since the simulations were started form the same initial conditions these errors should be considered an upper limit to the shot noise and that it is likely significantly smaller than that.
f (R) gravity
The N-body simulation suite we used to test the f (R) result of our code is taken from the modified gravity code comparison project [21] (run with the ISIS code [20] ) and consists of a N = 512 3 particle simulation in a B = 250Mpc/h box with a cosmology defined by Ω m = 0.269, h = 0.704, n s = 0.966 and σ 8 = 0.8. The two f (R) models have |f R0 | = 10 −5 (F5) and |f R0 | = 10 −6 (F6). The f (R) simulations were run with the same initial condition as the ΛCDM simulation.
In Fig. 3 we show a comparison of the result we get when using the true f (R) growthfactor versus using the ΛCDM growth-factor in the simulations. For this plot we have used n = 10 time steps in the COLA simulations and we see a small difference in the powerspectrum at z = 0. For n > 20 the results are pretty much indistinguishable which happens because the more time steps we take the less effect the COLA approximation has on the final results. For a small number of time steps the COLA approximation is more important and the difference in the results comes from the true growth-factor taking some screening into account leading to a small reduction in power on non-linear scales. We also see that we significantly overestimate the true power-spectrum if we don't take screening of the fifth-force into account.
In Fig. 4 we show the fractional difference in the matter power-spectrum for f (R) with respect to ΛCDM for our simulations including screening compared to the results of full N-body simulations. The agreement is 2% for F5 and < 1% for F6 up to k ∼ 3h/Mpc.
In Fig. 5 we show the fractional difference in the velocity divergence power-spectrum. The agreement is slightly worse than for the matter power-spectrum with up to 5% deviation for F5 and up to 8% for F6. This is still a decent agreement compared to the enhancement with respect to ΛCDM which is up to ∼ 50% for F5 and up to ∼ 30% for F6.
In Fig. 6 we show the fractional difference in the halo mass function with respect to ΛCDM. The agreement is 2% for all of the mass-range for F5, but for F6 we underestimate the enhancement of the mass function by approximately 5% for M 5 · 10 13 M /h. This is the same as was found when using the screening method in full N-body simulations [24] and this can therefore be attributed to this approximation.
nDGP
The N-body simulation suite we used to test the nDGP version of our code was taken from [63] and was run with the ECOSMOG code [18] . The simulations have N = 1024 3 particles in a B = 1024 Mpc/h box with a WMAP9 cosmology defined by Ω m = 0.281, h = 0.697, and n s = 0.971. The two nDGP simulations have r c H 0 = 0.75 (nDGP2) and r c H 0 = 4.5 (nDGP3). These values correspond to having the same value of σ 8 (z = 0) as the f (R) models F5 and F6. The nDPG simulations were run with the same initial conditions as the ΛCDM simulation.
In Fig. 7 we show the fractional difference in the matter power-spectrum for nDGP with respect to ΛCDM for our simulations with and without including screening compared to the results of full N-body simulations. The actual P (k) starts to deviate from the N-body result already around k ∼ 0.5hMpc −1 while the enhancement has good < 2% accuracy all the way up to k ∼ 3h/Mpc.
In Fig. 8 we show the fractional difference in the velocity divergence power-spectrum with respect to ΛCDM compared to the results of full N-body simulations. The agreement is 2% up to k ∼ 2h/Mpc which is fairly small compared to the large signal relative to ΛCDM which is ∼ 7% and ∼ 20% for the two models respectively.
In Fig. 9 we show the fractional difference in the halo mass function with respect to ΛCDM. The agreement is 2% for the entire mass-range 10 12 − 10 15 M /h probed by this simulation.
The COLA approach for these types of models works nearly as well as for ΛCDM and the computational cost is only ∼ 30% larger and comes from computing the smoothed density-field at every time-step which requires one additional Fourier transform.
Dependence on the number of steps
The run-time of the code is roughly proportional to the number of time steps so the fewer steps we can use the better.
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In Fig. 10 we show how the results for the matter power-spectrum and halo mass function in our f (R) simulations depend on the number of time steps. The enhancement of the power-spectrum relative to ΛCDM is seen to have converged for k < 1h/Mpc already when using n = 10 time steps for both models. To get a similar convergence on the smaller scales probed by our simulations we need to go up ∼ 20 − 30 time steps. For the halo mass function we are within 5% of the n = 30 result across the whole mass range already at n = 10 and for n = 20 the results have practically converged.
In Fig. 11 we show the corresponding result for our nDGP simulations. The same type of behavior as we saw for f (R) is also found here: n = 10 time steps is enough to get the power-spectrum boost-factor (ratio with respect to ΛCDM) correct to ∼ 2% up to k = 1h/Mpc while to get full convergence we need ∼ 20 time steps. The boost-factor for the halo mass function is within 4% of the n = 30 result in the n = 10 run across the whole mass range.
These results show that we can get away with using a fairly low number of time steps n ∼ 10 − 20 and still maintain percent level accuracy in the boost-factors.
Conclusions
We have presented a code that uses the COLA approach to large scale structure formation. This code is applicable to a general class of cosmological models that exhibit scale dependent growth. The main focus here has been on modified gravity theories, but it is also possible to use this scheme to include other effects like massive neutrinos similar to what was done in [26] for PINOCCHIO. This has recently been shown to work very well in [64] . The code comes with a general implementation of an approximate method for including the three most common types of screening one finds in modified gravity theories. We have also implemented a general parameterization of scalar-tensor theories of the chameleon form using the {m(a), β(a)} formulation together with commonly studied models like f (R), DGP and Jordan-Brans-Dicke. Built in to the code is also tools for doing on-the-fly computation of (friend-of-friend) halo catalogs plus both real space and redshift space matter power-spectra.
By comparing to full modified gravity simulations we have demonstrated that the approach works very well. The boost-factors X/X LCDM for clustering statistics like powerspectra and halo mass function (both computed using COLA) are able to recover the true N-body result to percent level accuracy deep into the non-linear regime (k ∼ 3h/Mpc) even when using a low number of COLA time steps.
The addition of scale-dependent growth does have the drawback of slowing down the COLA approach relative to ΛCDM by a factor of ∼ 3 − 4 in the current implementation, but as we have shown, and was previously found in [35] , for f (R) (and likely other models of this form) one can get away with using the ΛCDM growth-factor making this approach only about ∼ 30% slower than ΛCDM. However the scale-dependent implementation is still needed to verify this approximation and there is no guarantee it will hold for a general model.
For the nDGP models we tested (which should also hold for Galileon models in general) the growth-factors remain scale-independent to second order and the only computational overlay for these simulations is in the computation of the screening factor which requires one extra Fourier transform per step making it only ∼ 30% slower than the corresponding ΛCDM simulation. It should be straight forward to implement a general Galileon model using the results for the screening-function presented in [65] .
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A Implementation details
The main change we need to implement is to account for the scale-dependent growth-factors. This is easily done by storing the Fourier transform of the initial displacement-fields, multiplying by the growth-factors and performing a Fourier transform to get the real-space displacement-fields at every time-step. Having computed the displacement-fields we assign the displacement-vector Ψ( q, τ ) to the particles. This needs to be done at every step.
An additional complication comes when we run with several processors. The particles require the displacement-field at their original Lagrangian positions so for particles that have crossed a CPU boundary we need inter-CPU communication to obtain this. This is done by storing the original CPU-id and q-coordinate with each particle which requires 8 · N particles bytes of memory. Additional (temporary) memory is needed to store both Finally we also need extra memory to store the initial displacement-fields (in k-space), temporary memory to perform the Fourier-transforms, and temporary memory to compute the screening factor. This makes the scale-dependent implementation much more memory expensive that the standard ΛCDM implementation.
B Summary of the general equations solved by the code
The fiducial choice for the background expansion is ΛCDM, however it is easy to modify this by redefining the function H(a) and dH(a) da . For the linear perturbations the user must provide µ(k, a) (and possibly γ 2 if one has this available, otherwise put this to 0). The growth factors are then determined by
For the N-body part of the code we have implemented routines to solve any field equation of the form
where φ is normalized such that the total force on the particles is ∇ x Φ N + ∇ x φ. This covers the three most widely known screening mechanisms: chameleon, k-Mouflage and Vainhstein. The user can pick any of these three screening methods (i.e. either screening by potential, gradient or density) and the screening-function screen needs to be specified. For potential screening this is done automatically by the code (see next section) as long as the user specifies the two functions m(a) and β(a) (and in this case C(a) = 2β 2 (a)).
For gradient (k-Mouflage) screening arising from P (X = 1 2 (∇ x φ) 2 ) Lagrangians with a conformal coupling to matter of the form e βφ M Pl then the screening function is determined by
For these models we have C(a) = 2β 2 and the linear growth factor is determined by µ = 2β 2 P X (X(a)) where X(a) is the cosmological value of X. As no N-body simulation of these types of models is found in the literature we have not yet tested this approach, but all of the methods needed have been included in the code and one only needs to provide an expression for X * (| ∇ x Φ N | 2 ) and X(a) to use it. For Vainshtein screening (DGP, Galileon models) one needs to specify screen (∇ 2 x Φ N ∝ ρ) and the coupling C(a) which for nDGP is simply C(a) = 1 3β DGP (a) as shown in Eq. (6.5) . For these models we have m(a) = 0, i.e. the range of the fifth-force is infinite. Since the density is highly resolution dependent we need to use a smoothed density field to compute the screening. We have implemented three common choices for the Fourier space smoothing filter, namely the Gaussian, top-hat and sharp-k window functions. The user only needs to choose a smoothing filter and a smoothing scale R smooth .
C Implementation of general {m(a), β(a)} models As shown in [50] a general scalar-tensor theory with a potential and a conformal coupling to matter that shows the screening effect is uniquely defined by specifying two time-dependent functions on the cosmological background: the coupling strength of the fifth-force β(a) and the mass of the scale (inverse range of the fifth-force) m(a). Given these functions we can reconstruct the potential V (φ) and the conformal coupling A(φ). Examples of models of this form are the chameleon, the symmetron, and the environmental dependent dilaton model. N-body simulations for several different functional forms of m(a) and β(a) were performed in [67, 68] .
Here we will describe the implementation of a general {m(a), β(a)} model in our code. At the level of linear perturbations we have
and to second order we have
. For the N-body part the field equation reads
where φ is normalized such that ∇ x Φ N + ∇ x φ is the total force on the particles. The screening function is given by
where the critical potential for screening is
The code solves the integral above for Φ crit (a), however if analytical expressions are available then it's recommended to use these instead. For example the (n = 1) Hu-Sawicky f (R) model can be recast of this form with
and the integral above gives rise to (in the limit a ini → 0)
Another example is the symmetron model for which
where β * ,
, a * are dimensionless parameters and we take β(a) = m(a) = 0 if a < a * . The critical screening value becomes (we put a ini = a * as the fifth-force is not active for a < a * )
In this simple formulation we have ignored the additional screening effect in high density regions coming from the fact that β(φ) → 0 as the ambient density gets larger and larger. This illustrates how easy it is to include a new model of this form.
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N-body result (fitting function) ΛCDM growth factor; with screening ΛCDM growth factor; no screening f(R) growth factor; with screening f(R) growth factor; no screening Figure 3 : The ratio of the matter power-spectrum in f (R) to that in ΛCDM at redshift z = 0 when using the true growth-factor(s) or using the ΛCDM ones plus the effect of including the screening method. Here we have used n = 10 time steps.
-22 - The ratio of the matter power-spectrum in f (R) to that in ΛCDM at redshift z = 0. All simulations have been performed using the same initial conditions and we have used n = 30 time-steps in the COLA simulations. The N-body results correspond to modified gravity simulations solving the exact equations to get the fifth-force. For the COLA simulations we used the ΛCDM growth-factor. The lower panel shows (P f (R) /P ΛCDM ) COLA /(P f (R) /P ΛCDM ) N −body -1. 
Figure 5: The ratio of the velocity divergence power-spectrum in f (R) to that in ΛCDM at redshift z = 0. All simulations have been performed using the same initial conditions. The N-body results correspond to modified gravity simulations solving the exact equations to get the fifth-force. For the COLA simulations we used the ΛCDM growth-factor and n = 30 time-steps. The lower panel shows (P f (R) /P ΛCDM ) COLA /(P f (R) /P ΛCDM ) N −body -1.
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N-body nDGP2 N-body nDGP3 COLA nDGP2 COLA nDGP3 COLA nDGP2 (no screening) COLA nDGP3 (no screening) Figure 7 : The ratio of the matter power-spectrum at z = 0 in nDGP to that in ΛCDM. All simulations have been performed using the same initial conditions. The N-body results correspond to modified gravity simulations solving the exact equations to get the fifth-force. For the COLA simulations we used n = 30 time-steps and a smoothing radius of R = 1 Mpc/h to compute the screening factor for nDGP. The lower panel shows (P nDGP /P ΛCDM ) COLA /(P nDGP /P ΛCDM ) N −body -1.
-26 - The ratio of the velocity divergence power-spectrum in nDGP to that in ΛCDM at redshift z = 0. All simulations have been performed using the same initial conditions and we have used n = 30 time-steps in the COLA simulations. The N-body results correspond to modified gravity simulations solving the exact equations to get the fifth-force. The lower panel shows (P nDGP /P ΛCDM ) COLA /(P nDGP /P ΛCDM ) N −body -1. The ratio of the halo mass function in nDGP to that in ΛCDM at redshift z = 0. All simulations have been performed using the same initial conditions and we have used n = 30 time-steps in the COLA simulations. The N-body results correspond to modified gravity simulations solving the exact equations to get the fifth-force. For the COLA simulations we used the smoothing radius of R = 1 Mpc/h to compute the screening factor for nDGP. The error bars for the halo mass function are Poisson errors. The lower panel shows (n nDGP /n ΛCDM ) COLA /(n nDGP /n ΛCDM ) N −body -1.
-28 - The ratio of the matter power-spectrum (left) and halo mass function (right) in nDGP to that in ΛCDM at redshift z = 0 for the two nDGP models nDGP2 and nDGP3 for different number of time steps. The ratio in each case is with respect to a ΛCDM simulation using the same number of steps. In the lower panel we show the fractional difference in the ratio with respect to the n = 30 run. The error bars for the halo mass function are Poisson errors.
